Biological Problems with Mixed-Race Families, Marriages, Relationships & Adoptions


As anyone familiar with the literature knows, mixed-race marriages and romantic relationships suffer many more problems than single-race marriages and romantic relationships. For those familiar with human biodiversity (HBD) and sociobiology, this should come as no surprise. In evolutionary terms, one could argue that mixed-race marriages are maladaptive in that they reduce a person’s overall genetic fitness. In a multiracial marriage or relationship, one is showing altruism toward a partner who shares fewer genes than a co-ethnic would share. A parent will also share fewer genes with a multiracial child than with a same-race child.

It’s natural for someone to prefer a partner of the same race, as this increases a person’s Darwinian fitness. J. Philippe Rushton has noted:

"[P]eople maximize their inclusive fitness by marrying others similar to themselves...."

In another article, Rushton notes:

"Studies of human marriages and friendships show that people choose each other on the basis of similarity, assorting on the most genetically influenced of a set of homogenous attributes.... Darwin’s theory of evolution tells us that the ultimate reason for behavior, like morphology, is to enhance inclusive fitness."

Yet, while the vast majority of people are endogamous and marry within their own race, what about those who do not? And what about those who have mixed-race children? Rushton has argued that the lower frequency of shared genes in racially mixed families might result in: less intense bonding, greater conflict, and fewer children.

Part of the answer as to why this is so lies in genetic distances, as put forward by Luigi
Luca Cavalli-Sforza in *Genes, Peoples, and Languages*. Steve Sailer writes:

"Cavalli-Sforza’s team compiled extraordinary tables depicting the "genetic distances" separating 2,000 different racial groups from each other. For example, assume the genetic distance between the English and the Danes is equal to 1.0. Then, Cavalli-Sforza has found, the separation between the English and the Italians would be about 2.5 times as large as the English-Danish difference. On this scale, the Iranians would be 9 times more distant genetically from the English than the Danish, and the Japanese 59 times greater. Finally, the gap between the English and the Bantus (the main group of sub-Saharan blacks) is 109 times as large as the distance between the English and the Danish."

Using the genetic distances outlined above, let's look at two hypothetical multiracial marriages.

An English Man and a Japanese Woman: As genetic distance figures above note, an English man would be around 59 times more closely related to a Dane than to his Japanese wife.

An English Female and a Black (Bantu) Father: Using the genetic distance figures above, the distance even widens with a white-black relationship. The English woman would be around 109 times more closely related to a Dane than to her black husband, and he would overwhelmingly be more closely related to his black co-ethnics than to his wife.

What of the mixed-race children? Parents in mixed-race relationships are not only genetically dissimilar to each other but they also have a much greater genetic distance from potential mixed-race children than from same-race children. Regarding the individual’s **genetic investment** in the second example above, Frank Salter (*On Genetic Interests*, pg. 261) writes:

"For a person of English ethnicity, choosing an English spouse over a Dane gains less than one percent fitness. But choosing an English spouse over a Bantu, one yields a fitness gain of 92 percent.... The same applies in reverse order, so that a Bantu who chooses another Bantu instead of someone of English ethnicity has 92% more of his or her genes in offspring as a result. It is almost the equivalent to having twice the number of children with an English spouse. Thus assortative mating by ethnicity can have large fitness benefits, the largest derived from choosing mates within geographic races."

In other words and general terms, a white mother will be almost as twice as closely related to a child with a white father versus a child with a black father. Because same-race parents share more genes, each parent is likely to see more of his or her genes in the offspring even if they are not passed on directly. For example, if the father has gene X and doesn’t pass it on directly to his son, there’s a good chance his same-race spouse will have gene X and pass it on, so the son will indirectly possess the father’s gene X.

Noting phenotype in mixed-race children, each parent would more closely resemble co-ethnics than their own child, especially the white mother, since whites tend to have recessive traits for appearance. (A person only 1/16 black will often still have visible and prominent black features.)

And appearance does matter. The fact that mixed-race children do not resemble the parents, esp. the fairer parent, seems to be an issue of concern, although not widely discussed. In a candid letter about having a multiracial baby with a man from India, an English mother notes:

"She's getting very dark, isn't she?" This is what one of my friends recently said about my much adored - 12-week-old daughter. She didn’t mean to be rude. But it was a comment that struck me with the force of a jab to the stomach. Immediately, I was overwhelmed by a confusion of emotions. I felt protective, insulted, worried, ashamed, guilty, all at once. The reason? My
lovely, wriggly, smiley baby is mixed race..... The truth is, whatever the label, the fact there is a label proves that my daughter's conflicting parentage matters....But when I turn to the mirror in my bedroom to admire us together, I am shocked. She seems so alien. With her long, dark eyelashes and shiny, dark brown hair, she doesn’t look anything like me. I know that concentrating on how my daughter looks is shallow. She is a person in her own right, not an accessory to me. But still, I can’t shake off the feeling of unease. I didn’t realise how much her looking different would matter and, on a rational level, I know it shouldn't. But it does. Evolution demands that we have children to pass on our genes, hence the sense of pride and validation we get when we see our features reappearing in the next generation. With my daughter, I don’t have that....But self-flagellation is not useful. I have more pressing concerns. I am now the mother of a 'black' child, even if she is more the hue of weak tea than espresso.... When she was born, pale but with lots of dark hair, I asked the midwife if her eyes would stay blue. 'Asian genes are very strong,' she said in what I took to be an ominous tone. No more Brady Bunch kids for me. The midwife has been proved right and every day my baby's eyes get a little darker.

Since parents share fewer genes with mixed-race children, people involved in interracial marriages are short-changing their own genes, which might explain why people engaged in mixed-race relationships often tend to have lower mate value. A recent survey found that white women who date black men tend to be fatter, dumber and more quarrelsome than average.

Given the very real problems with having mixed-race children (such as the fact that parents often feel estranged from children who do not resemble them and that the child will never fully identify with the ancestral traditions of the parents, esp. the lighter parent), it is unsurprising that mixed-race children suffer more problems of identity and health. For instance, mixed-race people are less likely to survive organ transplants, especially bone marrow transplants. In general, mixed-race people have more health problems. A study by J. Richard Udry notes:

"A new study that involved surveying 90,000 adolescent U.S. students showed that those who considered themselves to be of mixed race were more likely than others to suffer from depression, substance abuse, sleep problems and various aches and pains. Conducted by researchers at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and the National Institutes of Health, the investigation found that adolescents of mixed race were more likely to have other health problems as well."

In other words, an argument could be made that mixed-race families are maladaptive -- both for the parents and the children -- and undermine one's genetic interests. As noted by various commenters, multiracial families often do not possess the harmony, cooperation and purposefulness of same-race families, because mixed-race families lack the focus of genetic investment and returns that same-race families possess.

Update: Adoption: Regarding transracial adoptions, the same logic would apply. For example, an English family that adopts a black child will be around 109 times more closely related to a random Dane than to their adopted child. As a result, a harmonious congruence of the parents' and adopted child's ethnic genetic interests will be missing. The ethnic genetic interests of the parents and adopted child will often be at odds, creating a disharmonious family structure.

Update: From email: "People who engage in transracial adoptions probably suffer from pathological altruism and ethnomasochism."

Further Reading:
Steve Sailer: "Ethnic Nepotism And The Reality Of Race"

Unamusement Park: "Perils of Miscegenation"

Lawrence Auster: "The Truth of Interracial Rape in the United States"

Peter Dodds: “International Adoption: In Whose Best Interest?”

Some pieces people emailed addressing above topics from a religious perspective:

Generation55: "A Christian Reconsiders Trans-Racial Adoption" (From religious perspective)

Nil Desperandum: "Christian Ethics and Interracial Marriage" (From religious perspective)

39 comments:

Christina October 19, 2011 at 12:12 PM
Excellent piece!!! Forwarded it to friends and family.

M.G. October 19, 2011 at 12:13 PM
To read about what the offspring of these unions really think about their situation in life, I recommend:

http://mulattodebate.websitetoolbox.com/

Big discussion forum only for “mulattos” or biracials. Spending a few hours perusing there really opened my eyes to how unhappy / angry / confused so many of these people really are. The wonders of the internet–letting you listen in on conversations you never could have imagined being privy to before. And so exploding myths daily.

Anonymous October 19, 2011 at 12:54 PM
Mixed race people are some of the most confused and psychologically disturbed people I’ve ever met. Ever notice how they almost fanatically want everyone else to be mixed race? I get the sense that they have a genetic drive to try to increase their pool of immediate co-ethnics.

Miss_Fu October 19, 2011 at 8:23 PM
Excellent piece. As a woman considering an inter-racial relationship, you’ve certainly given me a lot to chew on. I would like to know the outcome of children in black mother-white father families versus those in black father-white mother families.

Anyway, looking forward to more great articles!

Artur October 19, 2011 at 9:43 PM
I think I can answer Miss-Fu's question: from a value standpoint, a black woman would definitely for obvious reasons be doing her child a favor if she decided to take a dump in the white gene pool by burfing a halfrican.

Not so much the white gene pool that she just polluted, BUT, for a white woman to do the same is an act of genocide.

(yawn) I'll explain later.

Reply

Miss_Fu  October 20, 2011 at 10:34 AM
@Artur
This was kind of along the lines of what I was thinking (I'm black), but honestly I'm ashamed to admit to others that I want to marry white because I don't want to be accused of having an inferiority complex (which I suspect I have anyway). My parents actually assume I will marry white because I mainly attract white men. Might as well do my future kids a favor.

Reply

Brett  October 20, 2011 at 10:49 AM
Miss Fu: you will be more closely related to your children (genetically) if you have them with a black man.

Reply

Anonymous  October 20, 2011 at 11:33 AM
Mixed race marriages end up in divorce more often because most mixed marriages are between Antwan Playa & Ms. Whitey. As everyone knows, you can't stop at one white girl and Antwan Playa keeps on bopping other white girls, leading to divorce. Ms. Whitey should have known this, but Ms. Whitey is not the type to go for Mr. Rogers or Mr. Huxtable.

Reply

Anonymous  October 21, 2011 at 12:54 AM
It is not possible to mix gege-pool and divorce rate. The problem of divorce is more complex and of cultural nature. If you count on divorce rate somewhere in Germany between the couples from next villages - their divorce rate is very high as well. In China, some mix-race children are semigods - pale skin, light eyes and very nice face. Almost like a Buddhas :) And their mating potential seems to be higher than same - race children in that area.

Dark asian descent girls in Central Europe (with traces of Asian origin, f. e. in Slovakia, Hungary, Austria) are of a great attention between local blue - eyed boys. The article is very interesting one, but one - sided. Many cultural brakes remain in our so called Caucasian people - but it is very doubtful if it has a lot to do with the DNA quality.

Reply

Dan Hess  October 21, 2011 at 9:10 AM
This comment has been removed by a blog administrator.

Reply

Linda  October 21, 2011 at 12:12 PM
I agree with this article.

People definitely are hardwired to prefer others genetically similar to them (i.e. of the same race) and it is an adaptive (advantageous) behavior.

I've noticed that parents of mixed-race children often are negligent because the children look nothing like them... it's like raising someone else's kids.

Reply
Consider the fate of native Tasmanians. Some intermarried with native settlers while some did not. Those Tasmanian natives who did not intermarry saw their line go extinct while the descendants of those who intermarried continue on.

If you were a Tasmanian native at the time of European arrival, you had no descendants and your genome vanished unless you or your children engaged in extreme interracial marriage.

The same is true of Neanderthals in Europe and many other groups.

Brian  
October 21, 2011 at 7:47 PM

Dan Hess: Just because something at times is good for someone (e.g. morphine) it doesn’t mean it’s always good. While at times exogamy has allowed certain genes to spread, it only takes a few individuals to introduce beneficial genes for a sweep.

But, for the most part, endogamy is preferred because it preserves who you are, the tried and tested. Most mutts do not live to pass on their DNA, but purebreds do. For example, the Ashkenazis were able to maintain there higher IQ through endogamy. Furthermore, regarding the Salter quote, most people prefer being more closely related to their children

Salter: "For a person of English ethnicity, choosing an English spouse over a Dane gains less than one percent fitness. But choosing an English spouse over a Bantu, one yields a fitness gain of 92 percent... The same applies in reverse order, so that a Bantu who chooses another Bantu instead of someone of English ethnicity has 92% more of his or her genes in offspring as a result. It is almost the equivalent to having twice the number of children with an English spouse. Thus assortative mating by ethnicity can have large fitness benefits, the largest derived from choosing mates within geographic races."

So, even if there are at times advantages, most people still want their children to look like them. Look at the quote from the English mother (with the man from India):

"'She's getting very dark, isn't she?' This is what one of my friends recently said about my much adored - 12-week-old daughter. She didn't mean to be rude. But it was a comment that struck me with the force of a jab to the stomach. Immediately, I was overwhelmed by a confusion of emotions. I felt protective, insulted, worried, ashamed, guilty, all at once. The reason? My lovely, wriggly, smiley baby is mixed race.... The truth is, whatever the label, the fact there is a label proves that my daughter's conflicting parentage matters....But when I turn to the mirror in my bedroom to admire us together, I am shocked. She seems so alien. With her long, dark eyelashes and shiny, dark brown hair, she doesn't look anything like me. I know that concentrating on how my daughter looks is shallow. She is a person in her own right, not an accessory to me. But still, I can't shake off the feeling of unease. I didn't realise how much her looking different would matter and, on a rational level, I know it shouldn't. But it does. Evolution demands that we have children to pass on our genes, hence the sense of pride and validation we get when we see our features reappearing in the next generation. With my daughter, I don't have that....But self-flagellation is not useful. I have more pressing concerns. I am now the mother of a 'black' child, even if she is more the hue of weak tea than espresso....When she was born, pale but with lots of dark hair, I asked the midwife if her eyes would stay blue. 'Asian genes are very strong,' she said in what I took to be an ominous tone. No more Brady Bunch kids for me. The midwife has been proved right and every day my baby's eyes get a little darker."
"In Hong Kong and Singapore, half-Asian models now crowd runways once dominated by leggy blondes. In the elite world of Asian fashion, half-Asian is the new white."

Half-Asians would be more closely related to Asians, so Asians naturally prefer them over whites.

"Consider the worldwide dominance of Brazilian supermodels and the fact that Brazilians tend to be racially mixed. Is this a coincidence?"

Geez, and what people are shoving this down the throats of everyone? What pied pipers are constantly imaging whites with acceptable presentations of miscegenation? Personally, I think mixed-race people are ugly. The refined perspective is to prefer the purebred to the mutt.

Dan Hess October 21, 2011 at 8:09 PM

Brian writes, "Most mutts do not live to pass on their DNA, but purebreds do."

Now there is a comment out of the blue, with no evidence to support it. If you are talking about dogs, that may be true, since the various breeds are, by definition, bred by people, but there is no analogy to humans. It does say something about your views, though.

Do you honestly think you are doing badly if these are your children or if you were lucky enough to marry either of the two young ladies on the right or left?

http://si.wsj.net/public/resources/images/RV-AB179_CAU_co_G_20110107173529.jpg

Remember that this is only speculation because you will not be that lucky.

Brian October 21, 2011 at 8:12 PM

"Mixed race people are some of the most confused and psychologically disturbed people I've ever met. Ever notice how they almost fanatically want everyone else to be mixed race? I get the sense that they have a genetic drive to try to increase their pool of immediate co-ethnics."

"A new study that involved surveying 90,000 adolescent U.S. students showed that those who considered themselves to be of mixed race were more likely than others to suffer from depression, substance abuse, sleep problems and various aches and pains. Conducted by researchers at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill and the National Institutes of Health, the investigation found that adolescents of mixed race were more likely to have other health problems as well."

Pretty much confirms my experience. Almost all the mixed-race people I've known have been truly messed up in the head.

Dan October 21, 2011 at 9:15 PM

Brian, you sound like a nationalist from pre-WWI Europe.
Aristocrats like who? Prince Charles, one of the ugliest men ever to force his visage on the world? Even he preferred a pretty commoner to the inbred aristocrats around him.

If you guessed I am mixed race, you would be right. I am part Austrian, German, English, Jewish and Swedish.

Like most Americans, I am a mutt.

The funny thing is, we American mutts have been outbreeding our European 'purebred' counterparts for 300 years running. We American mutts continue to outbreed our European counterparts to this day, and the difference is dramatic. Many of our purebread counterparts are facing demographic disaster.

Reply

chris  October 21, 2011 at 9:44 PM
@Dan Hess

"Consider the worldwide dominance of Brazilian supermodels and the fact that Brazilians tend to be racially mixed. Is this a coincidence?"

Your talking out your ass.

Most of the models that Brazil are known for come from German and Italian immigrant communities in the south of Brazil. These immigrants have remained homogenous.

http://www.allvoices.com/contributed-news/6036283-brazil-the-search-for-the-next-top-model

"However the location where the highest percentage of the top models hail from are the remote villages that are of German, Italian, and even some Russian background.

There are pockets of communities all over Brazil of people that have immigrated from their native countries in Europe to create whole towns and societies where their native tongues are spoken.

These small towns are usually tobacco farms, or farmers of different crops in the North and South of Brazil."

....

"The biggest number of the population in Brazil are non white, so it becomes increasingly hard for the majority of the country to find work as a model. It is starting to change in the modeling world where a law had passed in Brazil that there had to be at least 10 percent black models in modeling agencies and photo shoots.

This still is not the real world of modeling in Brazil where at least 60 percent of the models found come from small German and Italian villages in the country side of Brazil.

Finding the right mix of a girl is an art to some. The mix of German and Italian is ideal, but some Russian is fine. The importance to find models would create a whole new life outside the farms they know. But the white german models in Brazil is an export the world sees everyday."

and


"RESTINGA SÉCA, Brazil — Before setting out in a pink S.U.V. to comb the schoolyards and shopping malls of southern Brazil, Alisson Chornak studies books, maps and Web sites to understand how the towns were colonized and how European their residents might look today.

Scouts say over 70 percent of models are from three states.

The goal, he and other model scouts say, is to find the right genetic cocktail of
German and Italian ancestry, perhaps with some Russian or other Slavic blood thrown in. Such a mix, they say, helps produce the tall, thin girls with straight hair, fair skin and light eyes that Brazil exports to the runways of New York, Milan and Paris with stunning success.

"Even prosecutors have waded into the debate over what Brazilian society looks like — and how it should be represented. São Paulo Fashion Week, the nation's most important fashion event, has been forced by local prosecutors to ensure that at least 10 percent of its models are of African or indigenous descent.

Despite those shifts, more than half of Brazil's models continue to be found here among the tiny farms of Rio Grande do Sul, a state that has only one-twentieth of the nation's population and was colonized predominantly by Germans and Italians.

Indeed, scouts say that more than 70 percent of the country's models come from three southern states that hardly reflect the multiethnic melting pot that is Brazil, where more than half the population is nonwhite."

Anonymous  October 22, 2011 at 7:26 AM
Fascinating piece. As a mother, I can tell you that being genetically close to your children is important. A white mother of a mixed child would have to feel estranged from the child that looks nothing like her. I could pretend to care for a mixed race child but deep down I could never care for it as I could for my own, same-race closely related children.

Reply

Greg  October 22, 2011 at 9:26 AM
"I am part Austrian, German, English, Jewish and Swedish. Like most Americans, I am a mutt."

Compared to the average gang-banging mestizo or trailer park mulatto, you aren't much of a mutt.

On a global scale, different European ethnicities cluster very closely together on the genetic level:

http://www.humanbiologicaldiversity.com/Photos/Li_SNPs_Map_races_world.jpg

As the article above shows, the English are 109 times more closely related to the Danish than to blacks.

The Ashkenazi part will probably throw you off a little, in terms of clustering, but it depends how much Ashkenazi you are (and most American Ashkenazis are already often at least 50% European).

Reply

Anonymous  October 22, 2011 at 3:00 PM
"The Ashkenazi part will probably throw you off a little, in terms of clustering, but it depends how much Ashkenazi you are (and most American Ashkenazis are already often at least 50% European)."

The non-European genetic component of Ashkenazi Jews is predominantly Levantine, which in the context of worldwide genetic variation is not very distant from European populations, especially Southern European ones. In other words, even an ancient Israelite ancestor lacking the European admixture would likely be much more genetically similar to the Europeans in Mr. Hess' background than to Bantus.

Reply
Anonymous October 23, 2011 at 11:44 AM

This comment has been removed by a blog administrator.

Anonymous October 23, 2011 at 1:03 PM

You are overlooking the very obvious fact that even a blond white and brown-haired white are still very closely related on a genetic level.

A brown-haired Brit will be around 109 times more closely related to a blond Dane than to a Sub-Saharan black.

Anonymous October 23, 2011 at 5:02 PM

This comment has been removed by a blog administrator.

Anonymous October 23, 2011 at 5:05 PM

"I could pretend to care for a mixed race child but deep down I could never care for it as I could for my own, same-race closely related children."

We should all have children with our cousins. Better yet, we should have children with our siblings. Keep the love in the family.

Anonymous October 23, 2011 at 5:07 PM

"a biological drive for white women to jump on the chocolate bandwagon."

This is your wishful thinking. As a white woman, I'm turned off by all black men, and so are all the other white women I know.

If you look at the white women who actually go for black men, they're white trash:


White Female October 23, 2011 at 5:07 PM

I too have noticed how many mixed-race people aren't right in the head, esp. white-Asian mixes. Black-white mixes will look black and identify as black..... But it's the white-Asian mixed kids that seem to be more confused about their identity....at least in my experience.

Tom October 24, 2011 at 10:26 AM

"We should all have children with our cousins. Better yet, we should have children with our siblings. Keep the love in the family."

Read http://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/the-tribal-imagination/201107/kissing-cousins-mediogamy

Also a study in Iceland found that marriages between third and fourth cousins were more fertile/fecund.

see http://www.scientificamerican.com/article.cfm?id=when-incest-is-best-kissi

and

http://abcnews.go.com/Health/ReproductiveHealth/story?id=4258128&page=1
Megan October 26, 2011 at 12:16 PM

Hello there. I'm a half-black, half-white woman and my comment is available here.

Reply

Anonymous November 8, 2011 at 9:27 PM

Here's the Problem! From the age 15-21 - nothings is Dumber than a White Girl. They grew up with Cinderella and Snow White! Then there is Tyrone or Jerome! His big Trophy in life is knocking up a Blonde! Of Course "Romey" doesn't have it in him to Provide! It's not in his DNA- look at the Data! Look how many single Black Mothers there are! Stupid White Girls never see this coming! They want to prove they aren't Prejudice-so they spread legs. 3 Years later- Little Cinderella is combing the Knots out of Little Jeromes head when she realizes her World is Screwed. Not one Worthy person- White or Black will ever give her the Time of Day! Avoid her like the Plaque! She would be better off with a Felony!

Reply

Carrie February 23, 2012 at 9:37 PM

One of my good female friends got pregnant by a black guy --- the "worst mistake of her life" she now says because she like an idiot didn't get an abortion. The baby looks black and she can't even identify with it at all. She said it felt weird even to hold it. She gave it up for adoption and is moving on with her life.

Reply

Amanda March 29, 2012 at 8:06 AM

The true meaning of "white trash" is a white person who procreates with a non-white. 99.999% of the girls you see with black guys are complete white trash.

Reply

Anonymous July 29, 2012 at 12:41 PM

I once briefly dated a beautiful white woman ( I am a blue eyed blonde haired caucasian man ) who had a 14 year old son from a previous marriage with an African.

She once told me she was really annoyed that her son looked nothing like her , going from memory her words were; " he has NOTHING from me, not one facial feature, not the same lips, not the same nose, not the same eye color, I have long blonde hair he has curly hair like velcro, he has nothing from me - NOTHING- people always ask if he is adopted...

yes she used the word velcro, she also told me he often has stuff stuck in his hair because of this "velcro effect"

She told me people always ask if he is adopted.

She is NOT annoyed by people asking if he is adopted, she is annoyed that her own son has NOTHING from her that the eye can see.( he actually looks a lot like Obama and both her and I found this amusing; he could play Obama as a teenager in a movie or play! )

Reply

Anonymous August 29, 2012 at 2:25 PM

I often wondered about the genetic fitness of mixed-race children when program after program on Discovery Health would feature them in health documentaries about rare, debilitating genetic diseases. Made me sad but helped plant the seed that sticking to your own race might be a safer bet for healthier children.

Reply

Anonymous August 29, 2012 at 2:27 PM
Also, the comments on here about white mothers feeling estranged from their mixed white-black children explains why someone I know abandoned her kids to a relative to raise. I don’t see how the relative could feel any closer to them, though.

Reply

Anonymous  January 3, 2013 at 5:55 PM
white trash = a white person who procreates with a non-white

Reply

Anonymous  February 3, 2013 at 8:13 PM
All these crazy white people you see adopting black children are nuts; they suffer from pathological altruism:

http://www.amren.com/features/2012/07/pathological-altruism/

Reply